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Webinar slides 
and recording
This webinar is being recorded. The 
recording and presentations will be made 
available for IEMA members on iema.net 
within 48 hours of the webinar. 
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Q&A

Send in your questions as we go 
through the session – we’ll have 
plenty of time after the presentations 
to address these.
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Background
• In December 2018, the Government released 

the Resources & Waste Strategy, announcing its 
plan to address resource efficiency and the 
“market failure” of waste production. 

• Two years on, the government has put forward 
a second series of consultations with policy 
proposals connected to UK-wide extended 
producer responsibility for packaging as well as 
measures supporting consistency in business 
recycling in England. 
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Previous IEMA webinars on the Resources & Waste Strategy

• Webinar series available to view from the IEMA Circular Economy network 
webpage: https://www.iema.net/knowledge/policy-horizon/environmental-
management/ce-resources

• Includes:

• Overview presentation by DEFRA, 

• Introductory sessions on Deposit Return Scheme, Extended Producer 
Responsibility, Waste Carriers and Duty of Care, transposition of the EU CEP, 

• Digital Waste Tracking with DEFRA, 

• How the Resources & Waste sector can deliver a green recovery.

https://www.iema.net/knowledge/policy-horizon/environmental-management/ce-resources
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Previous IEMA Engagement on the Resources & Waste Strategy

• IEMA Consultation response on EPR: “Support EPR and ambitious targets to drive 
us towards the net zero & current CE targets set by the UK govt and Devolved 
Administrations. Will help to maximise resource utilisation and resource effectiveness 
(pay the true cost of materials)

• On RWS proposals: “Overall supportive of a long-term strategy that builds 
infrastructure for all materials but need to allow flexibility to incorporate future 
changes to our use of materials, and to ensure there is consistency in application of 
these proposals, without contradicting those set out under other policy mechanisms 
including consistency in business recycling, deposit return scheme and the plastic 
packaging tax”. 

• Link to access responses: https://bit.ly/2Viv708

https://bit.ly/2Viv708
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Want to join 
the debate?
If you have expertise, or keen interest, in 
sustainable resource management and 
wish to engage with IEMA on how we can 
work together to make the transition to a 
circular economy a reality, then join our 
Circular Economy network:

https://www.iema.net/policy/ce/ce-
engagement

https://www.iema.net/policy/ce/ce-engagement
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Questions

Marc Jourdan
IEMA Policy & Engagement Lead 
m.jourdan@iema.net

mailto:m.jourdan@iema.net
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Session focus
• Overview of the impact of the EPR proposals for 

business (Valpak);

• Overview of the impact of the Consistency in 
Business Recycling proposals (Comply Direct);

• Insights/best practice assessing whether the 
proposals can provide a long-term framework for 
businesses handling waste, to design out waste 
wherever possible and capture and utilise all 
remaining recoverable resources in support of a 
green recovery for the UK (Suez Recycling and 
recovery UK)
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Martin Hyde
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Value Lead 
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Poll Question 1:
How many of the recent RWS consultations 
have you responded to on behalf of your 
organisation?



Presentation by 
George Atkinson of Valpak



Extended Producer Responsibility

Packaging Reforms

George Atkinson
Policy Manager, Valpak
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EPR: The Headlines

0

Expanding producers’ financial responsibilities

Collection Sorting

+£ Litter Management

+£ National Consumer Communications
+£ Managing Packaging in HH Residual Waste

Reprocessing

Disposal

PRN SystemEPR 

Recyclability will be key

Recyclable
Widely Recycled 

Costly to Recycle
Not widely Recycled 

EPR Fee Modulation: Packaging recyclability  

likely to determine your EPR contribution 

+ Mandatory Binary Recycling Labelling by 2024/25* 

9% 37% 48%6%

Refocusing which businesses are liable

Shared Producer Responsibility

100%

Single Party Responsibility for EPR System Costs

UK Brand 
Owner

Importer of 
Non-UK

UK Online 
Marketplace

s

Fillers of 
Unbranded

Suppliers of 
Unfilled to 

Exempt

Manufacturer Converter Packer/Filler Seller

EPR set for phased implementation

EPR System

PRN System

Jan 2023 Jan 2024 Apr 2024

Household packaging producers fund household recycling 
collections alongside PRN contributions

Phase 1 Phase 2
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How much will Producer Responsibility reforms

cost obligated businesses?

PRNs

PRNs

PRNs

PRNs + Plastics Tax + Scottish DRS

PRNs + Plastics Tax + Scottish DRS + EPR (Household Collections Only) 

Plastics Tax + Scottish DRS 
+ Rest of UK DRS + EPR Full

Plastics Tax 
+ Scottish DRS 

+ Rest of UK DRS 
+ EPR Full

£1bn £2bn £3bn

x =     ~14 times

Brand Owners that fill 
pckg & supply end users 

may see producer 
responsibility costs rise 

by 
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How much will Producer Responsibility reforms

cost obligated businesses?

PRNs

PRNs

PRNs

PRNs + Plastics Tax + Scottish DRS

PRNs + Plastics Tax + Scottish DRS + EPR (Household Collections Only) 

Plastics Tax + Scottish DRS 
+ Rest of UK DRS + EPR Full

Plastics Tax 
+ Scottish DRS 

+ Rest of UK DRS 
+ EPR Full

£1bn £2bn £3bn

x =     ~32 times

Brand Owners that fill 
packaging may see 

producer responsibility 
costs rise by 



Presentation by Martin Hyde 
of Comply Direct



Consistency in Collections – Why is this an issue?

• “Postcode lottery” of recyclability

• Difficulty informing consumers when geographical variety is so large

• Without uniform access to recycling, labelling and modulation under EPR are more difficult

Higher 
recycling 

rates?

Consistent 
Collections 

Consumer 
Disposal 

Decisions 

Consistent 
Labelling 

Agree what 
can be 

recycled 



Kerbside / household collection of dry recycling

By the end of 2023/2024 (financial) – ALL Local Authorities must collect four key waste streams:

• Glass – bottles and containers

• Metal – steel and aluminium tins and cans

• Plastic – bottles, pots, tubs and trays (films from 2026/2027)

• Paper / card – newspaper, cardboard packaging, writing paper

Options for co-mingling of either Plastic / Metal or Glass / Metal – depending on Technical, Economic or Environmental benefit 

exemption

Proposed for inclusion in “recyclable” stream:

• Aluminium foil / food trays

• Steel and aluminium aerosols / aluminium tubes (e.g. tomato puree)

• Metal jar / bottle lids

• Food and drink cartons (e.g. Tetrapak)

• Plastic films (from 2026/2027)



Kerbside / household collection of food and garden waste

From 2024/2025, ALL Local Authorities must provide weekly food waste collections: 

• Expected to start from 2023/2024

• Must include food scraps, tea bags and coffee grounds as a minimum

• Caddy liners will be collected (containing food waste)

Garden waste must be collected every two weeks, including:

• Grass cuttings

• Garden weeds

• Plants and flowers

• Hedge clippings

• Leaves, twigs and small branches



Business collections of dry recycling and food waste

By the end of 2023/2024 (financial) non-household municipal premises must have following stream collected:

• Glass – bottles and containers

• Metal – steel and aluminium tins and cans

• Plastic – bottles, pots, tubs and trays (films from 2024/2025)

• Paper / card – newspaper, cardboard packaging, writing paper

Options for co-mingling of either Plastic / Metal or Glass / Metal – depending on Technical, Economic or 

Environmental benefit exemption

Proposed for inclusion in “recyclable” stream:

• Aluminium foil / food trays

• Steel and aluminium aerosols / aluminium tubes (e.g. tomato puree)

• Metal jar / bottle lids

• Food and drink cartons (e.g. Tetrapak)

• Plastic films (from 2024/2025)

From 2024/2025, Non-Household municipal premises must have collection of food waste:

• Expected to start from 2023/2024

• Food waste not recycled on-premises should be collected for recycling elsewhere

• Must include food scraps, tea bags and coffee grounds as a minimum

Micro Firms (<10 FTE) - Options

• Make Exempt

• Make Exempt for 2 years

• No Exemption

Waste Zoning – Options

• Encouraging Collaboration

• BIDs tendering services (opt-in)

• Co-collection

• Framework (shortlist) of suppliers

• Exclusive supplier



Presentation by Sarah Ottaway 
of Suez



PUTTING EPR AND 

CONSISTENCY 

INTO PRACTICE 

13/07/2021

AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE



We harvest and manage post-consumer resources … 

13/07/2021 IEMA Focus on the Resources and W aste Strategy - EPR and Consistent Collections 24



The system is changing 
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EPR – delivers the 
base system and some 

behaviour change

DRS – helps deliver the 
behaviour change and 

some systems

Plastics Tax – pull 
measures drive markets 

for the secondary 
resources

Consistent collection 
of materials drive 

feedstock and 
consistent messages

Synchronise
d systems



Business has a key role to play

13/07/2021 IEMA Focus on the Resources and W aste Strategy - EPR and Consistent Collections 26

2 million businesses producing “municipal” type waste in England

Estimated recycling rate <40%

To reach 65% recycling by 2035 – businesses 
need to increase their recycling to 74%



System needs quality materials
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Recycle more items from home and at work Collect it so the system can effectively recycle 
it



Value chain has to align
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895,000 tonnes

►4% of household waste

►292g per household per week 

(70 items)

►8% of C&I waste

►202g per employee per week

DRS will create space on 

existing recycling vehicles, 

which could be utilised by 

flexible packaging . 

An est. 217 billion flexible packaging 

items are sold annually in the UK

Flexibles could be added in to existing 

services, at minimal cost. 

Over 1 million tonnes pa of 

recycling capacity is planned 

in the EU by 2023



Questions that need to be answered
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Will TEEP have teeth?

To zone or not to zone?
How will COVID change 
how we work in the long 

term?

How will the cost of the 
products we buy 

change?



We all have a role to play
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BUT we need 92% efficiency across the value chain to reach a 65% actual recycling 

rate   



Sarah Ottaway

Sustainability and Social Value Lead 
SUEZ recycling and recovery UK

sarah.ottaway@suez.com

Twitter / Linked In - @sarahottaway 
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Poll Question 2:
What level of change do you want 
to see brought about by the current 
proposals?



Questions & 
Answers
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Thanks for 
joining us

You will be able to access todays slides 
and recordings on iema.net. Simply 
log in and click on ‘Watch again’ on 
the ‘Resources’ tab.


